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ĐỀ KIỂM TRA TIẾNG ANH LỚP 7 THEO TỪNG UNIT

UNIT 11 TRAVELLING IN THE FUTURE CÓ ĐÁP ÁN

I. Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined

1. A. fear B. hear C. heart D. dear

2. A. stupid B. student C. studio D. study

3. A. sky B. fly C. by D. hymn

4. A. vehicle B. rehearse C. helicopter D. perhaps

5. A. brother B. thick C. that D. they

6. A. cheer B. champagne C. parachute D. machine

7. A. traffic B. same C. crash D. jam

8. A. let B. jet C. vehicle D. success

9. A. hospital B. doctor C. pollution D. tomorrow

10. A. foot B. scooter C. shoot D. food

II. Find which word does not belong to each group.

1. A. automatic B. driverless C. pilotless D. man

2. A. sailor B. boat C. ship D. train

3. A. pedal B. drive C. ride D. sail

4. A. flying B. plane C. helicopter D. cars

5. A. underwater B. submarine C. taxi D. ocean

III. Choose the best answer (A, B, C or D).

1. This is Linda’s hat, and those shoes are _______________.

A. our B. hers C. her D. their

2. It will be ____________ to ride a jet pack in bad weather because it doesn’t have a roof.

A. comfortable B. pleasant C. unpleasant D. enjoyable

3. A sky safety system can help cars to _____________ traffic jams andcrashes.

A. use B. have C. prevent D. take

4. The white cat is Helen’s, and the black cat is ________________.
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A. I B. my C. mine D. of mine

5. We try to make the future green by using vehicles or kinds of energy that are _________.

A. environmentally friendly B. environment friendly

C. environmentally friendship D. environmental friendly

6. Skycycling tubes will be easy_____________.

A. ride B. to drive C. drive D. to ride

7. I think we ______________ have electric taxis very soon.

A. may B. might C. will D. would

8.
With teleportation, you disappear at a place, and then _________ inanother place seconds

later.

A. reappear B. reappears C. appears D. appeared

9.
Every day over 1,000 new cars add to the city and the city of over 20 million

people is getting more and more _____________.

A. difficult B. famous C. expensive D. gridlocked

10. My brother and I often come to school ___________ foot.

A. at B. in C. by D. on

11. With the Segway, the driver pulls the handle to go back or pushed it to go_________.

A. fly B. forward C. round D. backward

12. The Segway, which is a ____________ vehicle, will be a success.

A. two-wheels B. two wheels C. two wheel D. two-wheeled

13. Do you think the _____________ price will increase next month?

A. gases B. fossil fuel C. fuel D. natural gases

14. People won’t use flying cars ____________ the year 2050.

A. after B. before C. during D. until

15. Which _______________ of transport do you think will be used in the future?

A. mean B. means C. meanings D. meaning

16. A jet pack doesn’t ____________ a lot of space.

A. occur B. bring C. take D. have
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17. The city is facing serious _____________ problems.

A. pollution B. polluted C. pollute D. pollutant

18. We will use more _____________ energy in the future.

A. sun B. sunny C. solar D. sunlight

19. We are looking for types of vehicles that help us to avoid ____________.

A. walking B. traffic jams C. rush hours D. traffic

20. We believe that urban transport pods can travel __________ around 30kph.

A. in B. at C. with D. on

IV. Complete the sentences with will or will not (won’t)

1. In a few years everyone ______________ know how to use the Internet.

2. Chinese ________ become the global language in the near future; it is English as far as I

know.

3. Some teachers are worried that computers ______________ take their jobs one day.

4. In a few years, everyone ______________ speak English.

5. In the future people ___ go to school or university. They ___ study at home using their

computer.

V. Complete the sentences with will or will not (won’t) and a suitable verb to make

them true in your opinion.

1. One day people ______________ on holiday on the moon.

2. Flying cars that can change into helicopters _____________ a runway to take off.

3. People in the future ______________ in cities under the sea.

4. There ______________ more wars in the future, and we will live in a peaceful world.

5. Future planes ______________ faster than the speed of sound.

6. In twenty years’ time, there ______________ more traffic than now.

7. Flying ______________ cheaper in the future.

8. Our children and grandchildren ______________ until they are over one hundred.

9. Driverless cars ______________ cheap so that many people can afford them.

10. In ten years people ______________ on other planets.
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VI. Complete the sentences with the words or phrases in the box

a traffic jam exercise got on seat belt driving fly

ride parked train cycle sail got off

1. A red truck was ______________ in front of the house.

2. Wouldn’t it be quicker to go by ______________?

3. I learned to ______________ a bike when I was six.

4. “Are you going by train?” “No, I’m ______________.”

5. I usually ______________ home through the park.

6. She has to ______________ thousands of miles every year for her job.

7. Cycling is my favourite form of ______________.

8. Do you know how to fasten your ______________?

9. Tom _____________ the bus at the wrong bus stop, so he walked from there to school.

10. David ______________ the taxi and gave the driver the address of his hotel.

11. He managed to ______________ the boat between the rocks.

12. I was stuck in ______________ for an hour yesterday.

VII. Choose the correct completion in the brackets.

1. Is this (your/ yours) __________________ pen?

2. Please give this dictionary to Mary. It’s (her/ hers) __________________.

3. A: Don’t forget (your/ yours) __________________ hat. Here.

B: No, that’s not (my/ mine) __________________ hat. (My/ Mine)____________ is

green.

4. A: Please take this wood carving as a present from me. Here you are. It’s (your/ yours)

______

B: Thank you.

5. A: Isn’t that the Smith’s car? That one over there. The blue one.

B: No, that’s not (their/ theirs) __________. (Their/ theirs) _________ car is dark blue

VIII. Complete the conversation with the correct form of the verb in brackets.

Linda: Do you want to go on holiday to Viet Nam with me?
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Susan: I don’t know.

Linda:

Come on. We (have) _________________ a great time. We (eat)

_________________ good food. We (meet) _________________ a lot of nice

people. Your Vietnamese (get) _________________ better and we (not spend)

_________________ a lot of money.

Susan: Well…

Linda:
It (not rain) _________________ and we (go) _________________ to Ha

Noi and we (buy) _________________ some cool clothes.

Susan: I think we (enjoy) _________________ beautiful landscapes in Viet Nam.

Linda: And we (try) _________________ pho and other traditional Vietnamese dishes.

IX. Rewrite the sentences so that it has similar meaning as the sentences printed

before, using possessive pronoun.

Example: It’s my hat. It’s mine.

1. They’re my glasses.

____________________________________________________________

2. Here’re his shoes.

____________________________________________________________

3. It’s her cup.

____________________________________________________________

4. They’re our pencils.

____________________________________________________________

5. It’s their picture.

____________________________________________________________

X. Rearrange the words given to make meaningful sentences.

1. There / been / have / transport / interesting / many / inventions / nowadays.

____________________________________________________________

2. The / a / is / single-wheel / bike / and / mono-wheel.
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____________________________________________________________

3. The / sits / driver / the / to / wheel / inside / and / pedals / go / forward.

____________________________________________________________

4. The / pulls / handle / to / drive / to / go / forward / back / or / pushes / the / it/ go.

____________________________________________________________

5. I / it / way / convenient / is / guess / , / green / to / travel / a.

____________________________________________________________

XI. Supply the correct form of the word to complete the sentence.

1. Environmental __________________ is every body's responsibility.

PROTECT

2. Taxi drivers have to have a very good on the street names. KNOW

3. In the future, many buildings will be _____________ by solar energy. HOT

4. My brother can repair electric _________ very well. APPLY

5. We want to buy ______________ that will save money. PRODUCT

6. These ____________ will conserve the earth's resourses.

INNOVATE

7. D.E Huges was the ___________ of microphone. INVENT

8. The price of __________ has gone up again. ELECTRIC

9. People in the countryside is . FRIEND

10. If it doesn't rain soon, there'll be a great __________ of water. SHORT

XII. Find the word which has a different stress pattern from the others.

1.A.dangerous B. plentiful C.another D.limited

2. A.attention B.holiday C.pollution D.effective

3. A.different B.expensive C.abundant D.convenient

4. A.petroleum B.advantage C.enormous D.tendency

XIII. Choose the best option (A, B, C, or D) to complete each sentence.

1. __________ is a renewable sourse.

A. Coal B. Oil C. Wind D. Gas
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2.It is going to rain any minute now. The children ___________ in the rain.

A. is being caught B.will be caught C .is caught D. are caught

3. Wind, hydro and solar are ………………. energy sources.

A. modern B. renewable C. non-renewable D. new

4.___________ you ______ up this book for me, please?

A. Are… going to wrap B.Will … be wrapping C.Will …wrap D. Have…wrapped

5. ___ is a single-wheel bike.

A. Monowheel B. Hover scooter C. Segwey D.Teleporter

6. The books are all________.

A. my B. me C. him D. mine

7 .It’s really difficult to _____ a bicycle up the hill.

A.pedal B.drive C.fly D. sail

8. He often travels ___________his car.

A. by B. on C. fly D. in

XIV. Give the correct form of the verbs in brackets.

1. At 7.00 tomorrow, you (cycle) to school.

->…………………………..………….

2. Solar energy (use) by many countries in the world in the future.

->………….…………………

3. They(have) a test tomorrow; we don’t want to disturb them.

->………….……………………

4. They (learn) English this time tomorrow.

->………………..………………….

XV. Reorder the words/ phrases to make complete sentences.

1.this time tomorrow/ English/ They/ will be learning.

=>________________________________________________________________________

2.to save/ will reduce/ our energy/ the use of electricity/ We.

=>________________________________________________________________________
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3. biogas/ is/ cooking and heating/ I think/ for/ abundant and cheap.

=>________________________________________________________________________

4. we use/ travelling long distances/ public transportation/ Will/ when /?

=>________________________________________________________________________

XVI. Rewrite these sentences so that the meaning stays the same to the first.

1. We will use sources of energy more effectively for our future.

->Sources of energy__________________________________________________

2. We will solve the problem of energy shortage by using solar energy.

-> The problem of energy

shortage _________________________________________________

3. They will replace coal by another renewable source.

-> Coal_________________________________________________________

4. They will use flying car to travel form place to another place..

=> Flying cars _______________________________________________________

ĐÁP ÁN

I. Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined

1 - C; 2 - D; 3 - D; 4 - A; 5 - B;

6 - A; 7 - B; 8 - C; 9 - C; 10 - A;

II. Find which word does not belong to each group.

1 - D; 2 - A; 3 - A; 4 - A; 5 - C;

III. Choose the best answer (A, B, C or D).

1 - B; 2 - C; 3 - C; 4 - C; 5 - A;

6 - B; 7 - C; 8 - A; 9 - D; 10 - D;
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11 - B; 12 - D; 13 - A; 14 - D; 15 - B;

16 - C; 17 - A; 18 - C; 19 - B; 20 - B;

Mời bạn đọc tham khảo thêm tài liệu Tiếng Anh lớp 7 tại đây:
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